
Latin and Derivative* English Words : Chapter I Vocabulary 
*(Words in English that come to us from Latin) 

Every chapter, we will take a look at Latin’s influence on our English language.  We will look at words from our Latin vocabulary list 

and how they have given us words in English.  We will also look at prefixes, suffixes, root words, and other building blocks of English 

that we get from Latin.  For Chapter 1, let’s look at our vocabulary checklist first, and see what sort of English words we get from 

these Latin root words... 

 

Verbs 
Latin word     English meanings  Some English derivatives  

(3rd person sing*. - present tense : past tense) 

(* ”He”, “She” or “It”   as subject)    

ambulat : ambulavit   walks : walked    amble, ambulatory, ambulance 

bibit : bibit    drinks : drank    imbibe, bibulous 

circumspectat : circumspectavit  looks around : looked around  circumspect 

est : erat     is : was  

laborat: laboravit    works : worked     

ridet : risit    smiles, laughs : smiled laughed  ridiculous, ridicule 

surgit : surrexit    to get up, rise, stand up   surge 

      

Nouns/Pronouns 
Latin word     English meanings                Some English derivatives  
(singular subject - plural subject, gender)   

 

ancilla -ancillae  (f)    slave-girl, maid   ancillary 

cena -cenae (f)     dinner 

cibus- cibi (m)     food    kibble 

coquus- coqui (m)    cook, chef   concoct, cuisine 

culina - culinae (f)    kitchen    culinary, kiln 

hortus - horti (m)    garden    horticulture 

ianua- ianuae (f)    door    janitor 

leo- leones (m)    lion    leonine 

taberna- tabernae (f)    shop, store, inn   tavern 

 
Adjectives 

Latin word (masc., fem., neuter: all Nom.) English meanings  Some English derivatives  

iratus, irata, iratum   angry   irate, irritable, irritate 

laetus, laeta, laetum   happy     

 
 

*Adverbs* (Adverbs describe either verbs or adjectives).   

Latin word           English meanings        Some English derivatives (if any) 

 

non      not   nonsense, many many others   

quoque      too, also 

 

 



Prepositions 
Latin word                   English meanings  Some English derivatives (if any) 

ad     to, toward   advent 

in     in, on, onto      too many to list... 
 
 

Conjunctions  (These link words or sentences together) 

Latin word    English meanings       Some English derivatives (if any) 

et      and 

sed      but 

 

So we see that there are a lot of words in English that come from these (relatively) few Latin words, and 

that was only scratching the surface!  You will see the same thing in all the stages we will study – Latin is 

everywhere in our own language and you will soon learn to see it hiding in plain sight!!  Are there any other 

English derivatives you can think of that come from our chapter vocabulary list words? 

 

**For those English derivatives you don’t know the definitions to, look them up!!  

Whenever you come across a word you don’t know in English, use a dictionary (or 

use www.dictionary.com, a great online dictionary).  To see where your English 

words came from and when they were first used, please visit the Online 

Etymological (word origins) Dictionary at http://www.etymonline.com/index.php**  
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